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Meant for children aged 5 and up, My First Encyclopedia will pique kids' curiosity and stimulate their intellectual
development. Stunning photographs, facts, games, and puzzles will capture children's attention and make reading fun.
Clear and comprehensive content helps develop educational skills and broaden a child's knowledge. Additionally, helpful
parents' notes are included to encourage an interactive learning experience between caregiver and child. With My First
Encyclopedia, children will build knowledge and vocabulary that will stimulate their mind and aid their development.
The perfect encyclopedia for any information-hungry kid who wants to boost their general knowledge, this pocket-sized
book is packed full of facts. From earthquakes to Marco Polo, magnets to how the brain works, this fully updated book of
knowledge covers just about every topic that a curious child will want to learn about. The perfect resource for schoolaged children, this book will be a reference point for years' worth of homework, research, and school projects. Updated
photography and illustration are combined to show what others only tell you. Annotation points out the details that you
might miss at first and gives you a detailed overview of every subject you can think of. A whole world of discovery awaits
in the Big Book of Knowledge, and it will keep curious kids endlessly entertained and captivated.
The perfect book for young readers looking to explore some of life's biggest questions. Thousands of years ago, ancient
philosophers asked some important questions: "What is real?", "What is the point of my existence?", "Why is there evil
in the world?", and "What can I know?" These questions have gone on to spark passionate debates about our existence
and how we understand the world around us. In this engaging and accessible introduction to philosophy, readers aged
11+ will be introduced to a variety of philosophical ideas through the teachings of Plato, Confucius, Simone de Beauvoir,
and many more. Vibrant, reader-friendly illustrations bring the history of ideas and thinking to life, and provide topics for
reflection and debate. With biographies of the most influential philosophers from around the world, young readers will
explore the questions that have been fundamental to the development of scientific study, logical thinking, religious
beliefs, freedom in society, and much more. Thought experiments peppered throughout will help to connect readers with
the theories presented so they can apply them to their own lives.
An amazing encyclopedia with a ground-breaking new visual approach to science, illustrated with jaw-dropping details of
the natural world and the wonders of the Universe. Stunning computer-generated images pack the pages of this
encyclopedia to reveal and explain spectacular aspects of the scientific world. Bursting with astonishing 3D images,
Knowledge Encyclopedia Science!shows core science in stunning detail, from atomic particles and universal forces to
life in all its diversity. Illustrated in colour throughout, this book is packed with essential information and quirky facts
that will appeal to both curious children and interested adults. Easy-to-read, informative text encourages reading, and
stunning artworks created with the latest CGI technology make it fun for families to learn something new on every page.
Adopting an inventive approach to science that goes beyond the basic school curriculum,Knowledge Encyclopedia
Science! interweaves core physics, chemistry, and biology topics with space exploration, life on Earth, and amazing
views inside the human body, while chapters on materials and machines bring fundamental forces and chemical
reactions to life. A perfect gift book for children aged 9 +, this science encyclopedia will become an indispensable
homework aid for every household.
The New Children's Encyclopedia
The Fun Knowledge Encyclopedia Volume 3
A Quiz Encyclopedia to Boost Your Brain
Big Book of Knowledge
The Complete Compendium of Universal Knowledge
History!

A charming children's first encyclopedia bursting with facts about the world, animals,
people, planets, and, very importantly, you! Finally, the world is at your little
learner's fingertips for all in storybook format with exciting graphic novel elements.
Introduce children aged 4 - 7 to the foundations of what makes the world turn during
story time with this range of encyclopedias. The world is so much bigger than young minds
can fathom and there is always more to learn.My Encylopedia Of Very Important Things is a
mind-boggling collection of everything interesting to get you on your way to knowing it
all. Full of fun facts for kids, colorful illustrations, and games that will feed your
imagination. This kids encyclopedia is filled with age appropriate knowledge on a range
of topics that is complementary to your school's Curriculum. Explore our world and its
place in the galaxy - from animals and people, to planets and very importantly about
yourself! Go on a journey to discover a world of information. Learn about just how many
animals are there and how they live and communicate. Find out about our history cavemen, the first explorers, ancient Egyptians and even dinosaurs. There's so much
crammed into one place and it's all put into colorful and engaging ways suitable for
young inquisitive minds. Tell The Story Of The World One Page At A Time! My Encyclopedia
of Very Important Things is the perfect blending of adorable, simple illustrations with
rich photography and lively text. Made for you and young minds to read together or alone
and formatted with a ribbon bookmark to pick up right wherever you left off. This truly
is the ideal first reference book for young readers. This educational book takes you on a
journey through: - Very Important Things About People - Very Important Things About Me Very important Things About My Planet - Very Important Things About Places - Very
Important Things About Animals My Encyclopedia Of Very Important Things is part of the
educational series My Very Encyclopedias. Complete the collection and learn more about
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the world around you, the animals that walk, fly and swim and the dinosaurs who ruled the
earth before them. Shortlisted The School Library Association Information Book Award 2017
Best Children's Book in the Junior Design Awards 2017
Help your child learn all about the body from head to toe with First Human Body
Encyclopedia. They'll discover how our eyes work to how the heart pumps, plus interesting
facts like what happens to us as we grow up and how many bones make up our skeleton. From
moving muscles to the brain and senses, kids will love getting to grips with this
exciting encyclopedia. Perfect for homework or just for fun, First Human Body
Encyclopedia is the ideal starting place for children aged 6 and up intrigued about how
our bodies work.
Transform your view of history with this groundbreaking visual encyclopedia of the events
of the past. From the disciplined armies of ancient Rome and the lives of ferocious
samurai warriors to World War II and the rise of modern robotics, historical events are
visualized in incredible detail, providing a fascinating introduction to the world
through time. You'll find yourself transported into the past through engaging
explanations, incredible illustrations, phenomenal photographs, and jaw-dropping computergenerated images. This new book in the Knowledge Encyclopedia series will inspire young
readers with its vivid depictions of history and its comprehensive and authoritative
information on a huge range of topics. Highly detailed CGI images bring subjects to life,
allowing readers to peer inside ancient buildings, marvel at elaborate outfits, and
become transported into the battles of history. Journey through history from our earliest
ancestors right up to the world we live in today.
From the wings of the almighty albatross to the deadly facts of the great white shark,
Knowledge Encyclopedia Animal! transports you into the jaw-dropping, heart-thumping,
pulse-racing world of the animal kingdom. Exploring everything from habitats and
ecosystems to senses and respiration, Knowledge Encyclopedia Animal! is easy to follow
and full of fun facts for kids. Bursting with amazing 3D images, the animals are brought
to life, from the tiniest of crustaceans to the mightiest of mammals, in a brand new, allencompassing animal expedition. Knowledge Encyclopedia Animal! allows you to take a
closer look at the ever-evolving world of your favourite animals and is perfect for
children aged 9 and up. Get ready to bring the animal kingdom to rip-roaring life!
Containing All You Want to Know of Language, History, Government, Business and Social
Forms, and a Thousand and One Other Useful Subjects
Knowledge Encyclopedia Science
Over 60 Prehistoric Creatures As You've Never Seen Them Before
Our Watery World As You've Never Seen It Before
Knowledge Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition
From the Moon, Sun, and planets of our Solar System to space exploration, black holes, and dark matter,
this completely revised and updated children's encyclopedia covers all you need to know about the
cosmos. The most up-to-date images from space agencies such as NASA and ESA combine with info
panels, timelines, interviews, diagrams, and activities you can do at home to help you understand the
majesty and wonder of space. Learn about the Space Race, the Apollo Moon Landings, the Voyager craft
that first probed the outer planets, the Hubble telescope, and the International Space Station (ISS) - the
state-of-the-art laboratory orbiting Earth. Find out about future missions, space tourism, and the latest
discoveries in the furthest reaches of our galaxy. Discover how to find constellations and where to look for
stars and planets, including Venus and Mars, in the night sky. Learn how galaxies such as our Milky Way
were formed. Part of a series of best-selling encyclopedias for children, Space: A Children's Encyclopedia
is a rocket ride from the beginning of time to the near future, and from planet Earth out to the furthest
reaches of the Universe.
Dive into our planet's largest and least explored world in this stunning encyclopedia of everything ocean including whales, waves, wrecks, wind farms, and more! Using 3D computer illustrations to show crosssection views and a level of detail you can't find in other books, this children's ocean encyclopedia takes
you on a world tour of the waters that cover 70 percent of our planet. Including sharks, jellyfish, turtles,
dolphins, octopuses, penguins, and seahorses, you will see the fish, invertebrates, and other animals that
call the ocean home and learn how their anatomy and behaviour is adapted to deal with a watery habitat.
Discover the geography, geology, and ecology that lies beneath the waves - from the dramatic landscapes
of the deepest trench and the longest mountain range on Earth, to coastal coral reefs and kelp forests
teeming with life. Find out, too, about the science behind the seas. How do islands form? What are
tsunamis? How can you help with marine conservation? Beautifully illustrated and packed full of facts,
Knowledge Encyclopedia Ocean is the ultimate reference book for children curious about our planet's
watery world.
The family encyclopedia that shows you the world as you've never seen it beforeDK Knowledge
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Encyclopedia offers a fascinating and ground-breaking visual approach to learning about the wonders of
our world.An encyclopedia like no other, the DK Knowledge Encyclopedia uses the latest CGI technology to
help you explore everything you've ever wanted to know more about, covering space, Earth, nature, the
human body, history and culture, and science and technology in incredible detail. From 3D images of the
sun and the inside of a shark to a 3D DNA strand and a model of Shakespeare's globe, this is an amazing
visual introduction to every aspect of human knowledge.The DK Knowledge Encyclopedia makes tough
subjects not only easy to follow, but utterly absorbing, making this an incredible reference book the whole
family will return to time and again.
This brilliant children's encyclopedia is informative, diverse in subject matter, easy to read and brimming
with ground-breaking CGI graphics that make it a truly immersive reading experience, revealing the world
as you've never seen it before. An incredible, educational journey through space and time on planet Earth
and beyond. This is the perfect educational book for a young explorer. Experience the Big Bang at the
beginning of the universe and travel through our world's rich history right up until the digital world we live
in today. This magnificent general knowledge book will entertain and educate. A breath-taking
comprehensive guide to planet Earth and the universe that is guaranteed to boost your child's
brainpower. It covers the complexities of space, science, nature, technology, art, history, and culture,
which are broken down into bite-sized chunks supported by statistics, maps, timelines, and cutting-edge
graphics to make even the most complex subjects easy to understand. Look inside an Apollo spacecraft, a
volcano, or the body of a T-rex! Learn about the Big Bang and the science behind fireworks. Then explore
the galaxies and stars back to Earth, and in and around the mechanics of the human body. This fully
updated edition of Knowledge Encyclopedia is the perfect fact book for kids of all ages to go on an
adventure through its pages. Explore, Discover And Learn! Spend quality time exploring our universe,
accompanied by impressive visuals to engage their senses. Discover the mysteries of Tutankhamun's
tomb, what powers tsunamis, tornadoes, and earthquakes or witness the birth of a star in all its glory and
learn about the secrets held in our DNA. You can also go back in time to the building of the Great Wall of
China or walk the scarred battlefields of two World Wars. Knowledge Encyclopedia uncovers the marvels
of our world in unprecedented detail and with stunning realism. This kid's educational book opens the
world in new ways through: - Amazing insights into space and the universe - Interesting facts about Earth A closer look at nature - Diving into the human body - The amazing world of science - Our world's history
Knowledge Encyclopedia is part of a children's encyclopedia set forming the Knowledge Encyclopedia
educational series. Complete this collection of books for kids to keep your little ones entertained while
learning more about the world around them. This series includes Knowledge Encyclopedia Dinosaur!,
History!, Space!, Ocean! and more.
The Encyclopaedia Britannica
First Human Body Encyclopedia
Over 60 Prehistoric Creatures as You've Never Seen Them Before
Knowledge Encyclopedia History!
Knowledge Encyclopedia Ocean!
Space
Are you curious about fossils, dinosaurs, and prehistoric life? Then dig into this stunning children's encyclopedia.
This fully revised edition of Knowledge Encyclopedia- Dinosaur! is loaded with fascinating facts. Did you know
that Velociraptor had three large "killer claws" on each foot to hunt down prey? Or that the long-necked
Diplodocus was as long as three school buses? Can you imagine what a strange life it would be for Saltasaurus
with no toes on their front feet? Would you believe that Carcharodon megalodon was an ocean monster with a
fearsome bite at least six times stronger than today's great white shark? This dinosaur book for kids reveals more
than 60 prehistoric creatures, from the age of the dinosaurs to the Ice Age. Including the Pterodactylus and
ferocious Tyrannosaurus, the gigantic snake Titanoboa and mighty woolly mammoth, this book gets you up close
and personal with these amazing animals. Packed with jaw-dropping 3D images, if you're mad about dinosaurs
and palaeontology, Knowledge Encyclopedia- Dinosaur! is the perfect book for you.
Do you ever wonder what is happening inside you right now? Now you can with this amazing home reference for
the whole family. Jaw-dropping new computer-generated images showcase the many parts, organs, tissues, and
systems that keep you firing on all cylinders! These strikingly realistic pictures zoom in on the amazing wonders
of the human body in breathtaking detail. See how it looks and learn how it works with easy explanations and
fascinating facts and figures. Discover why sweating could save your life, how the brain makes memories, and why
blood is bright red, together with much, much more in this unforgettable encyclopedia. Knowledge Encyclopedia
Human Body! gives you a unique view of the human body inside and out. Part of DK's hugely successful
Knowledge Encyclopedia series, this is the perfect accompaniment to the school syllabus and an essential
addition to every family library.
"From the wings of the almighty albatross to the deadly facts of the great white shark, Knowledge Encyclopedia
Animal! transports you into the jaw-dropping, heart-thumping, pulse-racing world of the animal kingdom.
Exploring everything from habitats and ecosystems to senses and respiration, Knowledge Encyclopedia Animal! is
easy to follow and full of fun facts for kids. Bursting with amazing 3D images, the animals are brought to life,
from the tiniest of crustaceans to the mightiest of mammals, in a brand new, allencompassing animal expedition.
Knowledge Encyclopedia Animal! allows you to take a closer look at the everevolving world of your favourite
animals and is perfect for children aged 9 and up. Get ready to bring the animal kingdom to rip-roaring life!"
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"Discusses key concepts in biology, physics, chemistry, and other scientific fields, and includes fast fact boxes,
images and diagrams, and information about key scientists and their work."-Science!
Space!
Knowledge Encyclopedia Space!
Packed with Thousands of Facts, Stats, and Illustrations
Philosophy A Visual Encyclopedia
Knowledge Encyclopedia Planet Earth!

The ultimate head-to-toe guide to the human body for kids. Incredible computer-generated images reveal the amazing inside story of what
goes on under our skin. All-new 3D illustrations offer a unique, strikingly realistic close-up of this fascinating, complex machine - what it looks
like and how it works. Every image is supported with easy-to-understand explanations and a wealth of fascinating facts and figures.
Knowledge Encyclopedia Human Body! allows you to take a closer look at the amazing world of your own human body.
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
A tour of outer space explores the solar system as well as stars, galaxies, and the birth of planets, and speculates on whether other intelligent
beings exist in the universe.
Knowledge Management has evolved into one of the most important streams of management research, affecting organizations of all types at
many different levels. The Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management, Second Edition provides a compendium of terms, definitions and
explanations of concepts, processes and acronyms addressing the challenges of knowledge management. This two-volume collection covers
all aspects of this critical discipline, which range from knowledge identification and representation, to the impact of Knowledge Management
Systems on organizational culture, to the significant integration and cost issues being faced by Human Resources, MIS/IT, and production
departments.
Knowledge Encyclopedia Animal!
The World's History As You've Never Seen It Before
A Dictionary Of Arts, Sciences, Literature And General Information (Volume I) A To Androphagi
My Encyclopedia of Very Important Things
For Little Learners Who Want to Know Everything
DK Children's Encyclopedia

A spacetastic new edition beaming with incredible pictures and the latest facts about the
universe. From the origin of the universe to the future of space rockets, this ebook about space
for kids has it all. Did you know that the moon was once a piece of the Earth, and that a day on
Venus is longer than one year? First published in 2015, Knowledge Encyclopedia: Space! has been
completely revised and updated for 2020, with new images and information on all things spacerelated to send you rocketing to the furthest reaches of the cosmos. Newly updated with the
latest scientific discoveries and innovation in space engineering, this new title will answer
all your questions about what lies beyond the night sky. Discover how stars and galaxies are
formed, take a trip through the Milky Way, and explore the innards of the International Space
Station in this incredible book that uses the latest computer-generated 3-D imagery, eyecatching photographs, gripping information, and explanatory diagrams to bring the wonders of the
cosmos to life. Knowledge Encyclopedia: Space! is the big bang of space books, and it's just
gotten bigger!
A brilliant quiz book for clever kids - put your general knowledge to the test and boggle your
family and friends with your brainpower! Can you name the longest river in Europe? Do you know
your skull from your sternum? Can you identify an archaeopteryx and an allosaurus? Can you
recognise the flags of India and Italy? You can! Then what are you waiting for? Open the pages
of Knowledge Genius! to find out what you know, and challenge yourself to learn even more! With
more than 60 topics, from across the encyclopedia, there's something for everyone. The pages are
packed with eye-popping pictures - but do you know what they show? To help you, "Test Yourself"
panels list what you're looking for. With three levels of difficulty, the challenge gets harder
as you work your way from Starter, to Challenger, and finally the truly tricky Genius category.
If you need it, there's a fun fact with every picture to give a helpful clue. Take on the
Knowledge Genius! brain-busting challenge!
Join us on a fascinating journey through the ages! Explore historical events through engaging
explanations, incredible illustrations, and stunning computer-generated images. A gorgeously
illustrated guide to the history of the world, from what everyday life was like in medieval
cultures to the ground-breaking, eco-friendly innovations of today. From the disciplined armies
of ancient Rome and the first flight of the Wright Brothers to World War II and post-colonial
Africa, this comprehensive history book brings historical events to life in incredible detail.
World history is charted and celebrated from every angle in this reference book. Perfect for
making home learning fun, young readers will get to see what history looked like through
spectacular computer-generated images of key people, places, and events. Discover fantastic
facts about the history of everything. Comprehensive and authoritative information on a massive
range of topics will inspire young minds to learn more about history. Find out what everyday
life was like in Egypt and how inventions like the printer came about, and understand why the
world went to war - twice. Packed with vivid depictions of history, this complete visual
reference guide shows you what other encyclopedias only tell you. Peek inside ancient buildings,
meet ferocious samurai warriors and marvel at elaborate outfits, all through highly detailed CGI
images. A Fascinating Introduction to The World Through Time Find out fun facts that will amaze
and surprise you, and answer your burning questions about some of history's key events, like the
French Revolution or the Golden Age of Cinema. This book will transport you to the most exciting
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times of the past, from our earliest ancestors right up to the world we live in today. Journey
back in time with this educational book of the events of the past! - The Ancient World - The
Medieval World - The Age of Revolution - The Age of Exploration - The Modern World Complete the
Series: DK Book's Knowledge Encyclopedia Series makes the most complex subjects easy to
understand. Discover everything you need to know about the human body in Knowledge Encyclopedia
Human Body!, learn about the most exciting parts of space in Knowledge Encyclopedia Space!, and
many more!
This richly illustrated encyclopedia series sets sail into new waters with an exploration of the
world's oceans and seas. Discover the geography, geology, and ecology that lies beneath the
waves--from the deepest trench to the longest mountain range on Earth, and from the world's
largest animal (the blue whale) to some of the smallest plankton. Using 3-D computer
illustrations that present a level of detail you simply can't find elsewhere, this book takes
you on a world tour of the waters that cover 70 percent of our planet. You will see the fish,
invertebrates, and other animals that call the ocean home and learn how their anatomy and
behavior is adapted to deal with a watery habitat. You can discover what survives in the frozen
Arctic Ocean, as well as see coral reefs teeming with life. Plus, you can find out the science
of the seas: How do waves work? What are tsunamis? How do tides provide electricity? How can
people help marine conservation? There are also all the facts and figures you could ever want
about our seas. Did you know that for every bathtub-sized amount of saltwater on Earth, there
are just 4 teaspoons of freshwater? Or that the Pacific Ocean is so large, all the world's
continents could fit into it? From coasts and glaciers to the depths of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
Ocean! is a truly revealing study of our underwater world.
The World Book Encyclopedia
Knowledge Encyclopedia Human Body!
The Book of Knowledge
Knowledge Genius!
Knowledge Encyclopedia Dinosaur!
Dinosaurs: A Visual Encyclopedia
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to
literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the book is never
forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first
published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
Packed full of facts, this is the perfect encyclopedia for any information-hungry kid who wants to boost
their general knowledge. Ever wondered how the roots of a plan can grow through solid rock? Or what life
is like on the surface of Venus? Maybe you want to know how long it takes a drop of blood to travel
around your body or how a solar power plant works? No matter the question, the Big Book of Knowledge has
the answer. Packed with incredible images that show you what others only tell you, this children's book
is the perfect resource for curious kids of all ages. When you have this much information at your
fingertips, homework will be a breeze!
An incredible, educational journey through space and time on planet Earth and beyond. The perfect
children's encyclopedia for a young explorer. This bold kid's encyclopedia uses ground-breaking CGI
imagery to reveal the world as you've never seen it before. Informative, diverse in subject matter, easy
to read and brimming with beautiful graphics that make it a truly immersive reading experience. Part of
a fantastic series of kid's educational books. Explore the incredibly detailed cross-sections and
cutaways that reveal the inner workings of just about everything. Look inside an Apollo spacecraft, a
volcano, or the body of a T-rex! Learn about the Big Bang and the science behind fireworks. Then explore
the galaxies and stars back to Earth, and in and around the mechanics of the human body. This fully
updated edition of Knowledge Encyclopedia is the perfect reference book for inquisitive minds of all
ages, covering space, Earth, nature, the human body, science, and history. More than a general knowledge
book, jam-packed with fun facts about the world, it includes fascinating statistics, maps, timelines,
graphics, and superb photorealistic cross-sections. A family encyclopedia that makes the most complex
subjects easy to understand, so anyone can go on an adventure through its pages. Explore, Discover And
Learn! Spend quality time exploring our universe with your children, accompanied by impressive visuals
to engage their senses. Discover the mysteries of Tutankhamun's tomb, what powers tsunamis, tornadoes,
and earthquakes or witness the birth of a star in all its glory and learn about the secrets held in our
DNA. You can also go back in time to the building of the Great Wall of China or walk the scarred
battlefields of two World Wars. DK's Knowledge Encyclopedia uncovers the marvels of our world in
unprecedented detail and with stunning realism. This educational book opens the world in new ways
through: -Amazing insights into space and the universe -A closer look at nature -Diving into the human
body -The amazing world of science -Our world's history Knowledge Encyclopedia is part of the Knowledge
Encyclopedia educational series. Complete the collection to keep your little ones entertained while
learning more about the world around them. This series includes titles such as Knowledge Encyclopedia
Dinosaur!, History!, Space!, Ocean! and more.
History as you've never seen it before. Transform your view of history with this groundbreaking visual
encyclopedia of the events of the past. From the perilous chariot races of Ancient Rome and the lives of
ferocious Samurai warriors to the rise of modern robotics and the life-changing effects of the internet,
historical events are visualized in incredible detail, providing a fascinating introduction to the world
through time. You'll find yourself transported into the past through engaging explanations, incredible
illustrations, phenomenal photographs, and jaw-dropping 3D images. This new book in the Knowledge
Encyclopedia series inspires young readers with its vivid depictions of history and its comprehensive
and authoritative information on a huge range of topics. Highly detailed CGI images bring subjects to
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life, allowing readers to peer inside ancient buildings, marvel at elaborate outfits, and be transported
into the battles of history. Journey through history from our earliest ancestors right up to the world
we live in today.
The Universe as You've Never Seen it Before
Human Body!
The World as You've Never Seen It Before
Ocean!
Dinosaur!
The Past as You've Never Seen it Before

Incredibly detailed cross-sections and cutaways reveal the inner workings of everything from galaxies and stars to Earth and the human body. Look inside an Apollo spacecraft, a
volcano, or the body of a Tyrannosaurus Rex. Find out what happened after the Big Bang,
how trench warfare worked, and the science behind a fireworks display. This fully updated
edition of Knowledge Encyclopedia is the perfect reference book for inquisitive minds of
all ages, covering space, Earth, nature, human body, science, and history. Packed with
fascinating statistics, maps, timelines, graphics, and superb photorealistic crosssections, this family encyclopedia makes the most complex subjects easy to understand.
From the publishers of the award-winning Knowledge Encyclopedia comes Space! Truly
encyclopedic in scope and fully up-to-date covering the stars and planets, space
exploration, and the night sky, Space! is packed with amazing facts and NASA images
revealing the wonders of the cosmos -- from black holes to the big bang to the planets.
Using computer-generated 3D models to explore and open up the most amazing objects in the
universe, showing each object in incredible detail, Space! is bursting with facts,
infographics, and data boxes. Every topic is covered in depth and detail while remaining
easy to understand at a glance. With fresh content, up-to-date images, and crystal-clear,
hi-tech design, Space! is a bold new approach to family reference.
This stimulating and comprehensive encyclopedia for children ages 8-12 provides answers
to all the questions kids love to ask. Each chapter is jam-packed with maps, charts,
timelines, diagrams, beautiful images, and amazing facts. Did you know, for example, that
a single drop of blood contains around five million blood cells? Or that there are areas
of desert in all seven of Earth's continents? Kids can build their knowledge on a wide
range of topics-including Earth and beyond, plants and animals, history and politics,
science, technology, and the human body-arranged thematically with more than 9,000
indexed entries and 2,500 colorful images. Cross-reference icons encourage children to
explore and discover linked information, feeding their curiosity and building their
general knowledge. The New Children's Encyclopedia, which has sold almost 500,000 copies
worldwide since 2009, has now been fully updated in line with the latest knowledge and
research. Developed, written, and checked by experts, this is the must-have reference
book for every child's library.
Space holds a myriad of mysteries, but organizations such as NASA and the ESA have
discovered numerous captivating facts about the universe, many of which are presented in
this text. Besides information about our solar system, stars, and black holes, readers
will be interested to know that a comet's tail is always pointing away from the sun and
astounded to learn that probes are speeding though space with information that could lead
alien life to Earth. These and 98 other facts as well as diagrams, quizzes, and
photographs will delight future astronauts and astronomers.
The Children's Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia of Knowledge
A Tour of Our Solar System and Beyond
Space Encyclopedia
Space a Visual Encyclopedia
My First Encyclopedia

Are you curious about fossils, dinosaurs, and prehistoric life? Then dig into this stunning children's encyclopedia.This fully revised edition of
Knowledge Encyclopedia: Dinosaur! is loaded with fascinating facts. Did you know that Velociraptor had three large "killer claws" on each foot
to hunt down prey? Or that the long-necked Diplodocus was as long as three school buses? Would you believe that Carcharodon megalodon
was an ocean monster with a fearsome bite at least six times stronger than today's great white shark? This dinosaur book for kids reveals
more than 60 prehistoric creatures, from the age of the dinosaurs to the most recent Ice Age. From the flying Pterodactylus and ferocious
Tyrannosaurus to the gigantic snake Titanoboa and magnificent woolly mammoth, this big book gets you up close and personal with these
amazing animals. And with more than 400,000 copies sold worldwide, you too can become a dinosaur expert as you pore over pages packed
with jaw-dropping 3D images. If you're crazy about dinosaurs and paleontology, Knowledge Encyclopedia: Dinosaur! is the perfect book for
you.
DK's best-selling, richly illustrated encyclopedia series explores planet Earth inside and out. Discover our planet--its place in space, its
volcanoes, wild landscapes, deserts and oceans, hurricanes and earthquakes. What's inside Earth, and why is it so hot under the surface?
How did our planet come about, and what did it look like in the beginning? How are mountains formed and why are forests important? What
happens when glaciers melt and how can we stop climate change? Explore habitats and ecosystems--inside caves, among enormous
redwoods, on the savannas, or deep down under the oceans. This extraordinary encyclopedia fuels your imagination with its jaw-dropping
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visual approach to explain anything from what keeps Earth in its place to the great diversity of plants, animals, and people who live here, how
it is changing and why it is unique. Knowledge Encyclopedia: Earth! covers everything you need to know about Earth in glorious technicolor
detail alongside easy explanations and fun facts to spark young minds to find out everything about our planet and how it works. Part of DK's
hugely successful Knowledge Encyclopedia series, this is the perfect accompaniment to the school syllabus and an essential addition to
every family library.
Are you the kind of individual that loves a good, juicy fact? Are you the type of person that always wants to know where something comes
from or why we use a particular phrase?If so, then this is the book for you.Why exactly is that gorilla looking so lazy? How much would you
pay for a lipstick? Why does the term deadline have such a deadly meaning behind it?This encyclopedia of facts is going to allow you to
delve deeper into the world of humanity than you ever thought possible, and we will throw in some facts about the animal kingdom as well.
Covering countries far and wide and various time spans, you are going to be taken on a journey that will further expand your own knowledge
on all things connected to being a human being.With curiosities galore, and puzzles solved, each page has something new and astounding
with facts and tales that you will just want to share with anybody that will listen. Be that person that always knows that trivia or understands
the way of the world and why we do certain things. Be that person that knows all about the history of Lincoln and his close scrape in a duel, or
how Hitler managed to deal with the tax man.With this encyclopedia of fun facts you just never know what is awaiting you on the next page,
so there is only one way to find out.
Kids can go on a visual tour of the prehistoric world, exploring the plants, the reptiles, the swimmers, the flyers, the dinosaurs, the mammals,
and more in this comprehensive and fully updated visual celebration of prehistoric life. Part of the series of award-winning, best-selling DK
encyclopedias for children, this title has been completely revised to provide a comprehensive visual exploration of the entire range of
prehistoric animal life. Dinosaurs: A Visual Encyclopedia is not simply a catalog of facts and photos - it is a visual celebration of the history of
all life on Earth, with a special focus on dinosaurs. More than 100 dinosaur species are featured, many illustrated with brand new artworks,
exclusive to DK. The new images vividly reflect the very latest research into what these prehistoric creatures looked like, including thrilling
new discoveries about feathered dinosaurs.
Our Exciting World As You've Never Seen It Before
The Book that Explains Everything
A Wealth of Knowledge at Your Fingertips
The Crazy Stories Behind the World's Most Interesting Facts

The ultimate book of knowledge for kids aged 7 to 9, this thorough children's encyclopedia contains all the homework answers your kids will need,
explained clearly and checked by experts. An engaging, traditional-style general reference book for kids covering all the key subjects including Arts,
People, History, Earth, Nature, Science, Technology, Space, and the Human Body in alphabetical order. This encyclopedia for children is a musthave resource for every student's shelf, with age-appropriate, jargon-free text accompanied by stunning, detailed images covering over 240 topics all in
one place, from science and nature to history and the arts. Essential for any child who wants to discover as much as possible about the world around
them. Packed with information, each single-page entry in this fabulous kid's encyclopedia features a key topic explained in a concise manner
accompanied by gorgeous visuals, fun facts about the world and extensive cross-references revealing the links between subject areas. Kids can learn
about Ancient Rome, chemistry, evolution, microscopic life, robots, Vikings, and so much more. Written, edited, and designed by a team of experts,
vetted by educational consultants, and properly levelled to the reading age, this is the ultimate knowledge book for kids. Explore, Wonder And Learn!
The ultimate illustrated children's encyclopedia is packed with thousands of incredible and essential facts on favourite subjects! Beautiful illustrations,
colourful maps, and magnificent photographs bring every single page to life. Inspiring and informative, the DK Children's Encyclopedia is a book of
wonder that will absorb and engage children of all ages. This kid's educational book covers topics like: - Storytelling, changing the world, music and
war - Films, technology, inventions, food and clothes - Explorers, planets and pets - And so much more!
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